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Figure 1: We present two empirical studies on diminished reality (DR). This fgure demonstrates two applications: (A) using 
DR to visually remove work-space clutter, (B) using DR to support search by distinguishing between targets and non-targets. 

ABSTRACT 
Diminished reality (DR) refers to the concept of removing content 
from a user’s visual environment. While its implementation is be-
coming feasible, it is still unclear how users perceive and interact in 
DR-enabled environments and what applications it benefts. To ad-
dress this challenge, we frst conduct a formative study to compare 
user perceptions of DR and mediated reality efects (e. g., changing 
the color or size of target elements) in four example scenarios. Par-
ticipants preferred removing objects through opacity reduction (i. e., 
the standard DR implementation) and appreciated mechanisms for 
maintaining a contextual understanding of diminished items (e. g., 
outlining). In a second study, we explore the user experience of 
performing tasks within DR-enabled environments. Participants 
selected which objects to diminish and the magnitude of the efects 
when performing two separate tasks (video viewing, assembly). 
Participants were comfortable with decreased contextual under-
standing, particularly for less mobile tasks. Based on the results, we 
defne guidelines for creating general DR-enabled environments. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Augmented Reality (AR) enables users to personalize the visual 
appearance of their surroundings by directly introducing digital 
augmentations into their visual feld. For example, users could 
embed virtual applications like web browsers and email clients into 
their environment (cf. Cheng et al. [6]). This promises a rich set 
of experiences involving a seamless blend between the virtual and 
real worlds, and continuous availability of digital information. 

However, placing additional virtual elements into users’ feld of 
view has the potential to overload them with information (cf. Lindl-
bauer et al. [29]). This is particularly problematic considering that 
the physical world, on which virtual elements are overlaid, is al-
ready fraught with its own sources of information overload and 
distraction. One class of augmentations that aims to alleviate this 
challenge is referred to as diminished reality (DR). DR was frst in-
troduced by Steve Mann as part of his Mediated Reality framework, 
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which broadly refers to artifcially modifying the human perception 
by way of devices [34]. DR addresses the problem of information 
overload by deliberately removing virtual and real-world content 
from users’ perceived environment. 

DR has been explored in application domains such as interior 
design [53], manufacturing [45], and gaming [50]. Most research, 
however, focused on its technical implementation (e. g., the realiza-
tion of the technique on AR headsets). While DR becomes increas-
ingly feasible to implement (see Mori et al. [41] for an overview), it 
is still unclear how users will perceive and interact in environments 
with DR augmentations enabled. 

In this work, we aim towards building an in-depth understanding 
of DR, including users’ perception of and considerations for its 
usage, and its potential applications. For this purpose, we conducted 
two studies. 

In the frst study, we investigate the question of how users per-
ceive diferent augmentations which seek to remove real-world 
content from their visual environment. Participants (N = 16) were 
asked to alter an environment by using seven augmentation efects, 
like changing the color or scale of target objects, within four ap-
plication scenarios. The efects and applications were inspired by 
prior AR research, theories and frameworks from perception, and 
image processing techniques. To avoid current technical limitations 
of AR HMDs, for both our experiments, we simulated the DR ex-
periences using a VR HMD and 3D scanned environments. This 
is a frequently applied methodology in AR research to overcome 
issues like limited visual feld and occlusion, which would poten-
tially impact conceptual fndings [6, 29]. This approach allowed 
us to ensure that our participants were always presented with the 
same environments, increasing the overall internal validity of our 
experiments. We also benefted from having full control over the 
environment. Results revealed a generally positive attitude towards 
DR, as well as a scenario-invariant preference for the opacity adjust-
ment efect as a means of achieving DR. Furthermore, participants 
reported that the selection of target objects for DR efects should 
be personalized, and dependent on various contextual factors such 
as item proximity, relevance, and task mobility. 

In the second experiment, we investigate how participants apply 
DR efects when performing diferent tasks to maximize their level 
of perceived comfort. Participants chose which objects to dimin-
ish with either the opacity adjustment or outline efect, and the 
magnitude of the efect. We compare this custom condition to per-
forming the same tasks in an environment where all task-irrelevant 
objects are diminished, and an environment where no objects are 
diminished. Additionally, we analyzed their modifcations in the 
custom condition to identify patterns in DR usage. Participants 
modifed an average of 29.7% (SD = 20.0%) of objects using DR in 
each environment, and applied DR to non-task relevant objects in 
order to support their task completion. Participants avoided dimin-
ishing items that could physically interfere with their movements 
(i. e., participants generally avoided DR which would result in un-
intentional collisions) and applied less DR when there was a social 
presence. 

Based on the results, we distill six recommendations for future 
implementations of DR. We recommend the use of opacity adjust-
ment as a general purpose DR augmentation efect. We also rec-
ommend for DR to always be complemented with mechanisms for 

retaining contextual understanding where reductive augmentations 
are applied. Our results furthermore show that the acceptability of 
DR depends on the likelihood of physical interference from the di-
minished elements, their interaction requirements and behaviours, 
and the level of social presence. Lastly, we advise that future de-
vices should allow users to retain a sense of agency over the DR 
augmentations. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Diminished Reality 
Diminished Reality was introduced by Mann [34, 35] as a concept 
in the context of Mediated Reality, later embedded in the context 
of All Reality [36]. DR refers to the removal ("diminishing") of real-
world physical objects from users’ visual perception. In the context 
of AR, diminishing objects is oftentimes performed to enable users 
to see through or remove existing objects. Avery et al. [3] and 
Kalkofen et al. [24], for example, both proposed AR x-ray vision-
like approaches to enable users to see through walls. Taylor et al. 
[55] used DR to support robotic tele-manipulation. Barnum et al. 
[5] enabled users to see moving objects through static ones, such as 
a moving pedestrian behind a corner through view-port synthesis. 
Rameau et al. [46] used DR to visually remove other cars from 
a drivers’ visual feld to improve the safety of advanced driving 
assistance systems when overtaking. Kim et al. [27] applied DR 
to remove content-irrelevant real objects by modifying the trans-
parency of the object. Besides the context of x-ray vision and driver 
safety, DR has been used in the context of sports [51], for interior 
design [53], to visualize data from autonomous vehicles [17], to 
enhance remote conversations [15], and to augment the attention of 
individuals with autism [58]. Pearson [44] explored the concept of 
chameleon devices to increase privacy and security around mobile 
devices. Haas et al. [13] explored how the idea of diminishing can be 
used in auditory Mediated Reality. The aforementioned works serve 
as inspiration for the usage scenarios and DR efects employed in 
our work. Furthermore, most of these works focus on alterations 
of a target objects’ opacity to achieve DR. We expand on this ap-
proach and address the question of which DR efects users prefer, 
and under what circumstances. 

2.1.1 Implementing DR. Previous work has been mostly concerned 
with developing and refning implementations of DR, focusing on 
how to fully remove target objects from images or videos while 
leveraging a variety of cameras and sensors. Mori et al. [41] provide 
an overview of the diferent technologies. They concluded that DR 
technology is used to implement diminish, see-through, replace, and 
in-paint functions, where “diminish” means “degrade visual func-
tions for a certain purpose." Herling et al. [16] removed objects from 
a video feed using explicit object tracking and patch-based image 
completion, closely related to the PatchMatch [4] algorithm. Recent 
work furthermore employed deep learning-based methods for video 
inpainting (e. g., Kim et al. [26], Guida and Sra [12]). Similar meth-
ods have been extended to 3D environments by Mori et al. [39, 40]. 
Hasegawa and Saito [14] proposed extracting and removing pedes-
trians from video sequences using the histogram of oriented gradi-
ents feature descriptor. Zokai et al. [60] used multi-view projections 
to visually remove objects from widely separated stereo images. 
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Meerits and Saito [37] leverage multiple RGB-D cameras to hide 
objects from a scene. This is comparable to Remixed Reality [32], 
which leverages a live 3D reconstruction of an environment for the 
manual removal of objects. Kari et al. [25] proposed a pipeline for 
real-time object substitution for tablet-based and head-mounted 
MR, and addressed technical challenges of diminishing moving ob-
jects with only a real-time stream of monocular RGB information. 

All these works assume a video pass-through technology that 
can visually erase objects from users’ environments. Projection 
mapping can be seen as an alternative to this approach, and has 
been explored as a viable option to implement DR. Seo et al. [52], 
for example, employ radiometric compensation to visually hide 
objects. Iwai et al. [20] enable users to set specifc document on 
their desk to transparent for easier access. Inami et al. [18] expands 
uses retro-refective material to diminish parts of what users see. 

Besides visual augmentation, Lindlbauer et al. [30] built objects 
with controllable transparency from optically dynamic material. 
Their work requires target objects to be manufactured with the 
specifc DR-implementation in mind, and is therefore less fexible 
compared to visual augmentation techniques. 

The aforementioned methods and algorithms work towards mak-
ing the implementation of DR feasible. In this work, we focus on the 
concept and usage of DR. We therefore employ fully immersive and 
controllable environments to avoid challenges of low frame rate or 
imperfections in the efects. Our insights, however, are intended 
to directly inform the design and implementation of current and 
future DR techniques. 

2.2 Visual alterations beyond DR 
The goal to alter users’ perception of target objects is shared by 
research beyond DR. Rixen et al. [47], for instance, presented how 
visual alterations afected user’s experience with interpersonal com-
munications. They measured user’s comfort, acceptance of altering 
and being altered, and how it is impacted by being able to perceive 
or not perceive the alteration. We have taken a similar approach 
in our experiment, but focus on understanding the concept of di-
minished reality rather than understanding the impact of visual 
alterations in a conversation. Jones et al. [22, 23] use projection 
mapping to visually alter the environment that users are in. They 
carried out a user study that involved performing tasks and rating 
the efects. Our second user study (Section 5) was done in a similar 
manner although the technologies involved are diferent. We refer 
readers to the work of Grundhöfer and Iwai [11] for an overview 
of projection mapping systems and how the technique is used to 
augment users’ visual reality. Lindlbauer et al. [31] visually changed 
the surrounding of target objects to alter users’ perception of the 
target. One of their applications changed the perceived visibility of 
objects, which embodies the idea of DR. In our work, we investigate 
the infuence on diferent efects on users’ perception and comfort, 
which can be used to inform the design of above systems. 

Besides controlling users’ visual environment, researchers have 
explored predicting users’ gaze behavior and saliency (cf. Itti et al. 
[19]), including modulating the saliency in an AR setting [38, 56]. 
We adopt saliency modulation as one possible efect in the frst 
experiment. Our scenarios were furthermore inspired by work on 
visual clutter (cf. Rosenholtz et al. [49]) and visual search (cf. Wolfe 

and Horovitz [57]). The fndings of the second experiment can 
inform the design of techniques to facilitate both. 

We believe DR is potentially a valuable addition to the toolset of 
research on visual augmentation. Our work aims at providing the 
foundation to understanding when and to what extent DR should 
be applied to provide a benefcial experience for end users. 

3 DIMINISHED REALITY 
In the following, we provide a functional defnition of DR to set our 
work in the context of previous approaches. We base our defnition 
on Haas et al.’s framework for interactive auditory Mediated Reality 
[13], which is similar to visual DR, but for the auditory domain. We 
furthermore provide a set of application scenarios which we used 
to inform the use cases employed in our experiments. Note that 
we are not concerned with the efective implementation of DR, but 
assume complete scene understanding and an output device that is 
capable of arbitrarily altering the physical world. We chose these 
parameters to enable a less constrained exploration of DR. 

3.1 Functional defnition 
With a wearable device situated in front of a user’s feld of view 
(i. e., an AR headset), incoming visual stimuli can be segmented by 
source. Based on the user’s objectives and requirements, a target 
source or their respective features can be obfuscated to various 
extents. The result of the DR process is an altered and curated 
environment whereby targeted aspects of the real environment 
are rendered less perceptible. To remain consistent with past work, 
we will primarily use the term DR to refer to achieving perceptual 
reduction of entire objects via opacity adjustment. In past work, DR 
most often targeted individual objects rather than their features. 
Additionally, past implementations primarily focused on either 
decreasing the opacity of objects or removing them entirely. We 
note that DR can be applied on a more granular level and that there 
are a variety of ways beyond opacity adjustment for achieving this 
purpose. For instance, to reduce the saliency of a target object’s 
color, a desaturation efect could be applied, whereas if the objective 
was to obfuscate a target object’s texture, a blur efect may be 
more appropriate. We will more broadly classify such alternative 
approaches as Mediated Reality techniques. In our frst experiment, 
we compare users’ perception of the opacity adjustment to several 
Mediated Reality techniques. 

With respect to the DR process, the user can adopt several roles. 
We distinguish between the moderator of a DR instance, who de-
fnes the DR target, efect, and extent, and the recipient, whose 
visual perception is augmented through DR. The user roles are not 
mutually exclusive. In a single user scenario, where a user defnes 
a specifc DR augmentation on themselves, they occupy both. We 
make this distinction to explore cases where users may apply DR 
on others. 

We see this defnition of DR as a functional starting point for our 
work. For instance, our current understanding of DR excludes im-
plementations where objects are rendered less perceptible through 
introducing modifcations to their surroundings [31]. Additionally, 
efects designed to obfuscate certain features (e. g., desaturation for 
color) may inadvertently make the target item more salient to a 
user overall (e. g., a desaturated object in a colorful environment). 
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 (S1) Clutter management

(S3) Privacy Protection

(S4) Remote Guidance

 (S2) Search

DR-enabled environmentInput environment

Figure 2: Depictions of DR usage scenarios: (S1) clutter man-
agement, (S2) search, (S3) privacy protection, (S4) remote 
guidance. For each scenario, the unmodifed (left) and DR-
enabled (right) views are illustrated. Note that in (S2) and 
(S4), we use red boxes to emphasize objects that the user is 
focusing on, they are not a part of our efect. Descriptions 
of each scenario are provided in section 3.2. 

We believe that our work grounds such future exploration of a more 
diverse set of combinations of DR efects and their combination 
with an existing environment. 

3.2 Scenarios for DR 
To explore user preferences for applying DR, we provide four sample 
DR usage scenarios (Figure 2). The applications were selected based 
on prior work on DR (e. g. [3, 27, 35, 44]) and to span diferent 
aspects of the user role and target factors defned in Section 3.1: 

• S1. Work-space clutter management. An ofce clerk is 
typing up a report at their work station. They have not 
organized their desk in a while, and as such their space has 

become rather cluttered with items unrelated to their current 
task. The DR function on their AR headset enables them to 
temporarily hide the task-irrelevant items in their periphery 
to produce an illusion of a cleaner and more comfortable 
working environment. 

• S2. Search. A student is searching for a book in the library. 
Their AR headset automatically recognizes which books are 
relevant for their task. Through DR, the system assists the 
user in their search by fltering out irrelevant books from 
their feld of view. Thus, with DR, they can perform their 
search in a more efcient manner, while previously they 
would have to scan through the shelves sequentially. A DR 
approach may be preferable to avoid information overload 
compared to introducing visual indicators (e. g., arrows or 
highlighting bounding boxes) if the environment is cluttered 
to begin with. 

• S3. Privacy protection. A person is browsing through so-
cial media on their mobile phone in a cofee shop. They 
would prefer to keep their phone use private. Through DR, 
they obfuscate the contents of their device from the view of 
others. 

• S4. Remote guidance. An instructor is guiding a student 
through a circuit assembly task. They are given remote access 
to their students’ AR headsets. To guide them through the 
problem step-by-step, they flter out the irrelevant items 
in students’ feld of view. By doing so, they direct students 
towards the relevant circuit components for the current step, 
while avoiding information overload, similar to S2 (search). 

The presented scenarios assume future AR headsets that are 
capable of recognizing users’ context and perform DR perfectly 
in real-time. In S1 (clutter) and S2 (search), the user is both the 
moderator and recipient of the DR, whereas S3 (privacy) and S4 
(guidance) explore use cases where users apply DR on others. S1 
(clutter) and S3 (privacy) present scenarios where the objective 
of the DR is to diminish a selected target. The use of DR in S2 
(search) and S4 (guidance) is to highlight unmodifed targets by 
diminishing non-targets. In all scenarios, diferent approaches to 
removing aspects of the environment (i. e., visual efects) may be 
more appropriate depending on the context. Similarly, the ideal 
extent to which the target is diminished might vary. For instance, in 
S4 (guidance), hiding the irrelevant items entirely from the student 
may potentially be dangerous (e. g., rendering a sharp object as 
invisible), but in S3 (privacy), for protecting a user’s privacy, just 
obfuscating the texture and color of the mobile screen may be 
sufcient. 

4 EXPERIMENT I 
We conducted a formative study that compares the standard DR 
implementation (opacity change) with six Mediated Reality alter-
natives. 16 participants were asked to report on their experiences 
in 3D scanned environments in VR. 

4.1 Design 
We used a within-subject design with two independent variables: 
efect with seven levels (Section 4.2) and scenario with four levels 
(Section 3.2). Each participant experienced every efect in every 
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scenario. The environment in which each scenario is instantiated 
is set as a control factor. The scenario order was counterbalanced 
using a Latin Square. 

We instantiated the four scenarios in three environments each 
(Figure 4). The environments were sampled to represent typical 
settings for each usage scenarios, with manually defned DR targets 
according to the scenario description. The efect order within each 
scenario is set randomly. In each scenario, participants can toggle 
between each efect freely and adjust the extent to which it is applied 
to the pre-defned targets within the scene. 

4.2 Efects 
We compare the standard implementation of DR to a selection of 
Mediated Reality-oriented efects informed by prior research in DR 
and AR, perception, and image processing. The selection of efects 
diminish diferent features of a given object (e. g., color, texture, 
geometry), and are illustrated in Figure 3. 

• Reduce opacity (E1). The standard DR implementation ap-
proach involves recovering the occluded background of a 
target object [60], which we consider equivalent to rendering 
the target object as fully transparent. A natural extension is 
semi-transparent rendering for partial diminishing of target 
object. 

• Outline (E2). E2 extends E1 by rendering an outline around 
a target to preserve some of the geometric context. The 
technique is explored by Taylor et al. [55]. 

• Blur (E3). We introduce blur as a means of making regions 
less perceptible. Prior research has shown that modulating 
the sharpness of portions of an image is an efective mecha-
nism for guiding users’ attention [28, 59]. 

• Reduce saliency (E4). Mendez et al. [38] proposed modulat-
ing the salience of image regions to direct user attention. We 
adapt their approach by applying only conspicuity-reducing 
modulations onto the DR targets. 

• Desaturate (E5). The efect reduces users’ understanding 
of the target’s coloring. Previously, the efect was compared 
with E4 in the work of Mendez et al. [38] as a baseline method 
for diminishing. 

• Reduce contrast (E6). The efect reduces users’ understand-
ing of both the target’s coloring and texture, and was used 
as baseline in the work of Mendez et al. [38]. 

• Reduce scale (E7). We decrease the apparent size of targets 
as a means of decreasing its perceived presence, since the 
resulting object will literally occupy less of users’ feld of 
view. Additionally, this reduces users’ understanding of the 
object’s true geometry. This efect is inspired by prior works 
that changed objects’ apparent size [31, 42]. 

We consider the opacity efect (E1) as equivalent to the standard 
DR implementation. We classify E2-E7 as Mediated Reality tech-
niques that aim at reducing the saliency and conspicuity of target 
with respect to the environment. The outline efect (E2) augments 
the opacity efect (E1) with additional visual feedback of the object 
geometry. Rather than simply removing objects from a users’ visual 
perception, E3-E6 modifes their texture and E7 changes their scale. 

(E1) Reduce opacity

(E3) Blur

(E4) Reduce saliency

(E6) Reduce contrast (E7) Reduce scale

(E2) Outline

(E5) Desaturate

No effect

Figure 3: Illustrations of sample augmentation efects evalu-
ated in our frst experiment: (E1) reduce opacity, (E2) reduce 
opacity + outline, (E3) blur, (E4) reduce saliency, (E5) desat-
urate, (E6) reduce contrast, (E7) reduce scale. The top-left 
image illustrates the unmodifed view of the environment. 
The remaining images demonstrate each efect applied to 
the painting. 

4.3 Apparatus 
The DR experiences were developed in Unity 2021 for the Oculus 
Quest headset. The environments were shown in VR as 3D scans 
(Canvas [43]). We additionally populated our environments with 
scanned objects (Qlone [33]) and people from the Microsoft Rock-
etbox repository [9]. All sessions were video recorded (SideQuest 
[10], Oculus Casting [8]). 
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Clutter Management (S1) Search (S2) Privacy Protection (S3) Remote Guidance (S4)

Figure 4: Illustrations of the environments tested in experiment I: (S1) clutter management, (S2) search, (S3) privacy protection, 
(S4) remote guidance. We highlight the objects which were pre-selected to be diminished (blue). In (S2) and (S4), we also draw 
red bounding boxes around the items which we asked the participant to fnd during the study, they are not part of our efects. 

4.4 Participants 
We recruited 16 participants (10 male, 6 female; age: M = 21.94, 
SD = 2.77) via snowball sampling starting from university mail-
ing lists and social networks. The study was conducted remotely 
through Zoom due to COVID-19. Participants needed to have access 
to an Oculus Quest. We asked participants to install our application 
before the study. A study session took around 60 minutes. Partic-
ipants had varying amounts of experience with AR (M = 3.00, 
SD = 1.37) and VR (M = 3.24, SD = 1.30) on a Likert-type scale 
from 1 (low) to 5 (high). Participants were compensated with $10. 

4.5 Procedure 
After completing the consent form and demographic questionnaire, 
participants performed a training session. The session prompted 
the participant to toggle between diferent DR efects in a test envi-
ronment, and apply the efects to various extents. The experimenter 
subsequently introduced the scenarios and environments, and par-
ticipants reported on their experience with each DR efect via a 
think-aloud format. For each scenario, participants were also asked 
to complete a questionnaire with Likert ratings on preference, com-
fort, and perceived utility. The session ended with a semi-structured 
interview, including general impressions of DR and opinions on 
the various efects and usage scenarios. 

4.6 Results 
Participants generally had a positive attitude towards the concept of 
DR and preferred the opacity (E1) and outline (E2) efects. We coded 
experiment session transcriptions to identify key fndings, and cross 
referenced our analysis with the questionnaire results (Figure 5). 
We performed our statistical analysis using JASP 0.14.1 [21]. 

4.6.1 Overall Perception of DR. Participants were generally pos-
itive towards the idea of using DR across our four example sce-
narios (S1 (clutter): M = 4.25, SD = 0.77; S2 (search): M = 4.44, 
SD = 0.63; S3 (privacy): M = 4.25, SD = 0.58; S4 (guidance): 
M = 4.50, SD = 0.63). They particularly appreciated the use of 
DR to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant environment 
objects, seeing benefts of this feature to support search and sustain 
attention (e. g., "I like how it will make me focus on a single thing.", 
P4). Several participants also mentioned the benefts of DR in pro-
tecting their privacy (e. g., "it’s helpful outdoors because I’m super 
self-conscious about people noticing what videos I’m watching", P11). 

Participants were skeptical about using DR on others, since they 
saw increased potential for abuse (N=14). They were specifcally 
concerned with malicious parties hiding dangerous objects or nudg-
ing users to make decisions against their self-interest. When apply-
ing DR on others, participants stressed the importance of consent 
(N = 9), and that the recipient must be aware of (N = 8) and able 
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Figure 5: Summary of the study I results. Top: Participant 
ratings of comfort and efectiveness of DR usage by scenario. 
Bottom: Participant ratings of comfort and efectiveness of 
DR usage by efect. The error bars represent the standard 
error for each value. 

to retain agency over its application (N = 3). Participants were 
also concerned with DR causing them to unintentionally collide 
with objects (N = 14). Lastly, they preferred the DR efects to be 
kept to a minimum for task involving movement (N = 7) and that 
objects that are tangentially or soon-to-be relevant to stay visually 
accessible (N = 13). 

4.6.2 Efect preferences. Participants evaluated each efect from the 
perspectives of efectiveness and comfort. A Friedman’s test showed 
a main efect of the DR efect on participant comfort (χ2(6) = 
60.055, p < 0.001) and perceived efectiveness (χ2(6) = 110.239, p < 
0.001). We performed a series of pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank 
tests with Bonferroni adjustments for post hoc analysis. 

Participants considered both opacity adjustment (E1) and outline 
(E2) to be more efective than the remaining efects (E3-E7) (all 
p < 0.05). In terms of comfort, they preferred opacity adjustment 
over blur (E3) (W = 882.5, p < 0.001), saliency modulation (E4) 
(W = 1040, p = 0.002), and scale (E7) (W = 248, p = 0.014). They 
preferred outline (E2) over every other efect (all p < 0.05) aside 
from opacity adjustment (E1). They appreciated outline (E2) for 
providing them with an awareness of what was diminished. Overall, 
the results indicate a general preference for the opacity adjustment 
(E1) and outline (E2) efects, indicating the relevance of the standard 
implementation of DR. 

A Friedman’s test also indicated that participant perceptions 
of DR efects depended on the scenario (comfort: χ2(6) = 12.356, 
p = 0.006; efectiveness: χ2(6) = 8.489, p < 0.037). A series of 
pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank tests with Bonferroni adjustments 
revealed that participants found the use of DR least comfortable 
and efective for clutter management (S1) (comfort: W = 1711, 

p = 0.042 compared to search (S2),W = 1705.5, p = 0.005 compared 
to remote guidance (S4); efectiveness: p < 0.05 compared to S2-S4). 
We attribute this comparatively negative perception of DR use for 
clutter management (S1) to a misalignment of what participants 
considered clutter and what was pre-set to be diminished. For DR 
to be efective, it must remove what participants actually want it to 
remove (N = 8). Overall, participants agreed that how DR should 
be applied depends on the scenario, environment, and appearance 
of objects (N = 16). For instance, for privacy preservation (S3), 
participants were just concerned with obfuscating the contents 
of their device, and therefore the blur (E3) and contrast reduction 
efects (E6) was most appropriate in that context (N = 11). Similarly, 
applying the de-saturation efect on a monochromatic object would 
be redundant (N = 13). 

5 EXPERIMENT II 
In our second experiment, we explore the optimal level of DR for 
various contexts. To achieve this, we gave users full control of what 
objects in their environment should be diminished and to what 
extent. 12 participants performed two tasks in two environments, 
each time with three DR conditions: (1) no DR applied, (2) DR 
applied to all task-irrelevant objects, and (3) user-driven custom 
DR. The evaluated conditions are shown in Figure 6. As a motivating 
scenario, participants were instructed to manage visual clutter. 

5.1 Design 
We used a within-subject design with three independent variables: 
task (blocks, video), environment (apartment, ofce), and DR condi-
tion (no DR, full DR, custom DR). Each participant performed every 
task three times, once under each DR condition, in every environ-
ment. Based on the results of experiment I, we use the transparency 
efect (E1) for DR and enable participants to toggle an outline (E2) 
around targets. The order of the task and environment were fully 
permuted between participants. We additionally counterbalanced 
the order of the DR condition using a Latin Square. 

5.2 Tasks 
We evaluate user preferences for how DR should be applied in the 
context of two tasks (blocks, video). We decided to evaluate the 
use of DR in the context of a selected primary task as this would 
better refect the typical usage where applying DR is not the focus 
of attention. 

For blocks, participants were asked to construct a block structure 
based on a template photo. The task was limited to one minute, 
and participants were instructed to replicate the block to the best 
of their ability. Grabbing and assembling blocks was implemented 
using standard VR interaction techniques. We chose this task as an 
instance of a moderate complexity task that required participants’ 
full attention. Additionally, the task is interactive and required 
participants to physically engage with their environment (e. g., 
avoid collisions with surrounding objects while building). 

As second task (video), participants watched a 1-minute video clip 
while monitoring two peripheral application windows for notifca-
tions. Participants were asked to report notifcation they observed 
in a timely manner. After the video, participants had to provide a 
two sentence summary of what they saw. The task was designed 
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Figure 6: An overview of the study II tasks, environments, and DR conditions. 

to resemble a typical multi-display AR interface that is passive and 
of lower cognitive load. 

5.3 Environment 
Participants performed tasks in two diferent environments, apart-
ment and ofce, selected to represent a private and public setting, 
respectively. Environments were set up so that each individual item 
within the room could be selected and diminished, except the room 
structure (i. e., walls, ceiling, foor). The ofce included other people, 
which participants were also able to diminish. We hypothesized 
that participants would treat people diferently from other scene 
elements, and take their presence into consideration when deciding 
on appropriate usage of DR. We additionally included dynamic 
elements (screen with videos playing) that were likely to draw 
participants’ attention within both environments. 

5.4 DR Condition 
Participants performed the tasks in three DR conditions: (1) with 
no DR applied (no DR), (2) with DR applied in full (i. e., fully trans-
parent with no outline) to all immediately task irrelevant objects 
(full DR), and (3) where the use of DR is user-driven (custom DR). 
In the custom DR condition, participants are given the option to 
apply DR to any object within their environment. Participants con-
trolled the extent of the DR applied to each object according to 
their preferences. 

5.5 Apparatus 
We simulated the experience of performing tasks in diferent envi-
ronments augmented with diferent DR conditions in VR, developed 
in Unity 2021 for the Oculus Quest headset. We use environments 
from the Replica dataset [54] as a starting point instead of scanned 
environments to enable greater customization within our envi-
ronments and since they exhibited fewer visual artifacts. We frst 
processed the environments using MeshLab [7] and MeshMixer [2] 
to clear the environments of all objects. We then populated the en-
vironments with items obtained from diferent sources: 3D scanned 
(i. e., using Qlone [33]), the Microsoft Rocketbox Repository [9], 
and the Amazon Berkeley Object dataset [1]. In order to ensure that 
participants registered collisions with (diminished) objects, the VR 
controllers vibrated whenever their hand collided with an object in 
VR. All sessions were video recorded. 

5.6 Participants 
We recruited 12 participants (8 male, 4 female; age: M = 22.67, 
SD = 3.23) from a university. The study was conducted remotely 
through Zoom. Participants needed to have access to an Oculus 
Quest and had to download and install our application before the 
study. A study session took around 60 minutes in total. Participants 
were generally familiar with both AR (M = 3.50, SD = 1.00) and 
VR (M = 4.17, SD = 0.72) on a Likert-type scale from 1 (low) to 5 
(high). Participants were compensated with $10 for their eforts. 
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5.7 Procedure 
After completing the consent form and demographic questionnaire, 
participants performed a training session to get familiar with the 
experiment. The training session demonstrated the three DR condi-
tions, and required participants to make adjustments in the custom 
DR condition. Participants subsequently performed all tasks in all 
conditions employing a think-aloud protocol. For conditions with 
custom DR, participants were asked to maximize their perceived 
comfort. The session ended with a questionnaire on comfort and 
perceive performance, and a structured interview. 

5.8 Results 
We analyzed the questionnaire ratings with JASP 0.14.1 [21] and 
performed a thematic analysis of the think-aloud and interview 
recording transcriptions. We additionally analyzed participants’ 
custom DR usage in terms of usage distribution by task and envi-
ronment, spatial relationships, and diminished objects. In summary, 
we found that participants preferred the custom DR condition over 
no DR and full DR for the given tasks. On average, they applied DR 
to 29.7% of objects in the target environment (of 83 modifable ob-
jects in the private environment; 77 in the public environment). The 
environment and task did not signifcantly infuence the number 
of modifed objects. 

5.8.1 Perceptions of DR conditions. Participants’ ratings are shown 
in Figure 7. A Friedman test showed a main efect of the DR con-
dition on participant comfort ( 2χ (2) = 12.181, p = 0.002) and 
perceived performance ( 2χ (2) = 20.074, p < 0.001). We performed 
a series of pairwise Wilcoxon signed rank tests with Bonferroni 
adjustments for post hoc analysis. Results showed that the custom 
DR condition was preferred in terms of perceived performance 
and comfort compared to both the no DR and full DR conditions 
(p < 0.05). This result further supports the idea that users are open 
to applying DR to create a more comfortable, personalized visual 
environment, if given the capabilities of doing so easily. 

We performed a series of Wilcoxon signed rank tests to anal-
yse diferences between the tasks and scenarios across the DR 
conditions. Within the full DR condition, participants reported to 
perform better and feel more comfortable completing the video 
task compared to the blocks task (performance: W = 72, p = 0.01; 
comfort: W = 136, p < 0.001). We primarily attribute participants’ 
preference for the full DR condition in context of the video task 
compared to the blocks task to their concern relating to uninten-
tionally colliding with objects. The blocks task generally required 
more movement and direct interaction with the environment than 
the video task, thus a higher level of contextual understanding. It 
follows that diminishing the surrounding objects is less acceptable 
in the blocks task than within the video task, where no movement 
was required whatsoever. No additional signifcant diferences in 
performance and comfort ratings were identifed. 

5.8.2 Custom DR usage. Across the environments and tasks, on 
average, participants applied diminished reality to 29.7% (SD = 20%) 
of the modifable items in their surroundings. Mann-Whitney U 
tests indicated that neither the task (W = 207.5, p = 0.099) nor the 
environment (W = 350.5, p = 0.201) yielded a main efect on the 
number of modifed objects. As evident in the standard deviation, 

*

*

*
*

*
*

Figure 7: Summary of the study II questionnaire results. Top: 
Overall participant comfort and perceived performance rat-
ings of the three DR conditions. Bottom: Participant com-
fort and perceived performance ratings by DR condition and 
task. * indicates a statistically signifcant diference. Error 
bars indicate standard error. 

participants varied in how they customized their environments with 
DR. Figure 8 ofers a break down of all modifcations, including 
the amount of objects that participants set as fully transparent, 
fully transparent with outline enabled, semi-transparent, and semi-
transparent with outline enabled. 

Participants set objects as fully transparent as a primary method 
of DR (Figures 8 and 9). Participant use of DR was driven by four 
main considerations: the spatial arrangement of objects (N = 12), 
movement (N = 8), object interaction requirements and functional-
ity (N = 10), and social presence (N = 8). 
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Figure 8: Average distribution of DR usage by task and environment. The sum of each bar represents the total rate of modifed 
items for each condition (i. e., the sum of all efects). Error bars represent the standard error of the sum of all modifed items 
per condition. 
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Figure 9: Distribution of DR usage by object distance and angle from the participant. We normalize our values by the total 
number of modifable objects in each bin (e. g., the frst dark-blue bar in the top-left graph indicates that around 45% of the 
modifable objects [0.71, 0.94] units away from the user were set as transparent). From left to right: DR usage in our four 
conditions. 

Spatial arrangement. Figure 9 illustrates how participants’ de- from participants’ line of sight). Several participants noted that 
cisions were often driven by the spatial arrangement of objects they did not feel inclined to alter the environment objects at a dis-
within their surroundings. Participants visibly focused their aug- tance or outside their peripheral vision since the objects did not 
mentations on objects in close proximity (i. e., the percentage of serve as a signifcant distraction to their completion the assigned 
objects they modify appears to decrease with distance) and within tasks ("I left the other objects unmodifed because I feel like my focus 
their feld of view (i. e., modifed objects are generally within 60◦ will just be fxated on the objects immediately in front of me", P2). 
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Participants also indicated that they were weary of diminishing all 
background objects as doing so would erase all visual indicators 
of of their original context. Participants found that the erasure of 
visual indicators yielded an uncomfortable otherworldly space ("It 
makes me feel like I’m in a liminal space", P6). 

While participants generally saw greater utility in applying DR 
on objects close by, they were also cautious about using it on objects 
within their reach (N = 12). Echoing our fndings from experiment 
I, participants were primarily concerned about how applying DR to 
objects within their reach could result in unintended collisions or 
interfere with their task completion (N = 12). Figure 10 illustrates 
how this concern manifested in practice. Evaluating the usage of 
DR for the blocks task in tandem with its use for the video task, 
observably fewer objects directly in front of the participant were 
set as fully transparent for the former (i. e., notebook, wallet, phone, 
cofee cup, scone, and napkins in the private environment; mouse, 
cup, book, phone in the public environment). Participants were 
generally more concerned with avoiding collisions with objects 
within their reach in the blocks task compared to the video task 
because it required them to move around and interact more with 
their environment ("In the blocks tasks, I think it’s easier if I know 
if there are actual objects on the table because of collisions. For the 
video tasks, I won’t have to really interact with objects. Therefore, 
I don’t have to know if they’re actually there", P10). As a result, 
participants were less open to setting objects within their reach as 
fully transparent for the blocks task. 

If participants felt the need to modify the appearance of close-
by objects nonetheless, they saw the semi-transparent and out-
line settings as desirable options for achieving the efect of DR 
while provide themselves with more context of the objects they 
were concerned about colliding with (Figures 10 and 11). Partici-
pants largely regarded hiding-and-outlining and setting objects as 
semi-transparent as serving the same purpose - they help reduce 
distraction while retaining an operational level of contextual under-
standing such that collisions can be avoided ("applying diminished 
reality helps me keep in mind that objects are there, so I can avoid 
them, while making them less distracting", P1). The decision to hide 
and outline as opposed to setting objects as semi-transparent ap-
peared to primarily be based on personal preferences. For instance, 
several participants regarded the outlines themselves as a source 
of distraction (P3, P6, P9). One participant made decisions about 
whether a given object should be left unaltered or partially dimin-
ished based on the ramifcations of collisions with the object. For 
instance, several participants reasoned that causing a cup to spill 
may be more problematic than dropping a bag of tissues ("I think 
the tissues and looks like wallets and books can be fully transparent 
because I think there are some things that like if knocked onto the 
foor, it doesn’t matter", P13). 

In summary, participants considered the following aspects with 
respect to spatial arrangement. First, they considered the objects’ 
distances from themselves (N = 12). They generally found fully 
diminishing objects within reach uncomfortable and disorienting; 
diminishing objects out of their reach was considered more ac-
ceptable. Second, they considered each object’s visibility (N = 10). 
Participants were generally indiferent to the state of objects (i. e., 
either diminished or unmodifed) which were either outside their 
point of view or physically occluded. 

Movement. In augmenting their environment using DR, partic-
ipants additionally took into account whether a given object was 
moving. We included a television with moving imagery in both 
environments and additional active monitors in the private envi-
ronment. Eight participants made note of how dynamic objects are 
particularly distracting. However, of the eight participants, not all 
consistently applied DR to either hide or reduce the presence of the 
screens within the room (Figures 10 and 11). We attribute this in 
part to the fact that the screens were not necessarily within their 
task-focused vision. Additionally, several participants reasoned that 
since the objects are dynamic, it may be benefcial to have a pe-
ripheral awareness of their state in spite of how that requires them 
to divert their attention from their primary task ("I have a cat. I 
might not want to see like them completely, but I kind of want to 
track their movement", P3). For dynamic objects, especially moving 
screen-based content, participants suggested introducing a freezing 
efect rather than hiding as an alternative. 

Object interaction requirements and functionality. The 
majority of our participants (N = 10) repeatedly considered the 
functionality and relevance of individual objects in making their 
decisions about DR usage (i. e., which objects are expected to be 
used during or shortly after the task?). In the video task for instance, 
several participants left a subset of the items on the table unaltered 
because they imagined accessing them while accomplishing the 
task ("Maybe this time I will keep these three objects [referring to 
phone, cofee, and pastry] as they are because I want to drink a cofee, 
look at my phone, or eat the pastry while watching the video", P16). 
Several participants regarded the phone in particular as something 
they are already used to having present next to them in their daily 
lives, therefore leaving it unmodifed while diminishing the objects 
in its surroundings ("The phone is already something I’m used to 
having in front of me", P3). Select objects are also perceived to have 
certain connotations, and depending on the context, it may be bene-
fcial to have them obfuscated. For instance, P6 noted that it may be 
benefcial to hide the guitar placed in the private environment as he 
associates it with something he can play. Sharing this sentiment, P4 
preferred for the books on his table to be diminished so it doesn’t 
"reminds [him] of stuf that would distract him." 

Social presence. A class of objects which our participants paid 
special attention to was people. Six participants left the visual ap-
pearance of the people in their surroundings entirely unmodifed 
across both tasks, four set some as either hidden but outlined or 
semi-transparent, and two set them as fully transparent. Partici-
pants indicated that they were generally uncomfortable with ap-
plying DR on others (N = 8). Several participants felt that it would 
be benefcial to be aware of the people around them as well as their 
surroundings when others are present (N = 5). One scenario that 
participants frequently described as an explanation for this need 
involves a diminished colleague asking them a question (e. g., "what 
happens if one of them has a question for me or wants to talk to me? 
then I’m going to hear a disembodied voice coming out of the void!", 
P6). A subset of the participants furthermore explicitly stated that 
applying visual alterations to others would be disrespectful (N = 3) 
("I feel like it’s there’s something about making someone disappear, 
they have like a identity attached to them", P1). Participants were 
additionally concerned with potential awkward situations that arise 
out of a disjointed understanding of reality (e. g., "I can imagine my 
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Figure 10: Distribution of transparency efect usage by object. The color and size of the circles indicates the percentage of 
participants who applied the specifed augmentation on the object it overlays. At most 83% of participants chose to augment 
any given object. We highlight objects which ≥ 25% of participants chose to apply the same efect. Top: objects entirely hidden. 
Bottom: objects set as transparent but outlined. 
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Figure 11: Distribution of semi-transparent efect usage by object. The color and size of the circles indicates the percentage of 
participants who applied the specifed augmentation on the object it overlays. At most 83% of participants chose to augment 
any given object. We highlight objects which ≥ 25% of participants chose to apply the same efect. In the public environment, 
the semi-transparency efect was not consistently used on the same objects by our participants (< 25% agreement). Hence, we 
only visualize the usage of the efect in the private environment. Left: objects set as semi-transparent. Right: objects set as 
semi-transparent and outlined. 

friends were telling me like, ‘check out what’s happening with TV.’ 
And I’m like, ‘where’s the TV?’ And I’ll look stupid.", P9). In certain 
contexts, the presence of people may also be desirable, such as to 
boost productivity (“When I go to co-working spaces, I usually just 
go there and go on my laptop. Something about other people working 
helps me focus”, P1). Several participants furthermore noted that 
the presence of others introduces a consideration of ownership 
(N = 3). They would be cautious towards diminishing objects that 
they perceived as belonging to others. In the words of P1, "similar 
to when you go to a library, or you’re sitting in an airport, ... and 

you see someone save a seat with a jacket, you probably won’t sit 
there." 

Additional considerations. In addition to the four main con-
siderations of spatial arrangement, movement, interaction require-
ments, and social presence, from our qualitative data and obser-
vations, we identifed two minor considerations: object saliency 
(e. g., bright colors) and the physical plausibility of the result (e. g., 
diminishing a chair underneath a person was considered strange 
by one participant because it is not physically possible, P3). 
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6 DISCUSSION 
Most prior work was focused on either making DR technically 
feasible, or completely erasing target objects from users’ visual feld 
for applications such as improved vehicle safety, interior design, 
or privacy. In our work, we aimed to take a step back and asked 
if this type augmentation is something that users actually want, 
what type of efects are preferred, and to what extent DR should 
be applied. Through two empirical studies, we found that users’ 
attitude towards DR is generally positive, although its application is 
highly dependent on context, including task and environment. They 
preferred simple yet efective efects, while maintaining contextual 
awareness. Changing the opacity of a target while adding an outline 
achieved this goal for most participants. In the following, we distill 
guidelines from both evaluations, and discuss limitations of our 
approach, ethical and safety implications, and further work. 

6.1 Implications for Design 
Since our goal was to better understand how we should apply DR 
to optimize for user comfort, we will present our discussion of both 
studies in the form of recommendations: 

• Opacity as primary DR efect. While opacity adjustment 
may not always be the optimal efect, participants gener-
ally agreed that it is suitable and efective, and considered 
straightforward and aesthetically acceptable. 

• Maintain contextual understanding. In many situations, 
users may desire a reduced understanding of their surround-
ing environment, but not necessarily to the extent where they 
are wholly unaware of everything around them. Ideally, they 
would prefer maintaining a vague understanding of their 
context (i. e., a less distracting or information-heavy repre-
sentation). This can be achieved with an outline efect, for 
instance. Techniques for providing contextual understand-
ing at lower levels of distraction, like outline extraction, may 
therefore be valuable for DR implementations in the future. 

• Retain agency. Users were concerned about losing control 
of the augmentations applied to their vision, particularly 
due to safety implications. As a result, they generally felt 
uncomfortable without agency over the mechanism. Users 
desired, at the minimum, an awareness that their perception 
of the environment was augmented with DR. 

• Avoid unintended collisions. Users were concerned with 
the potential to physically collide with diminishing object. 
Spatial context of the environment within a user’s reach 
should always be retained. 

• Consider object interaction requirements and be-
haviour. Objects which are immediately or soon-to-be rele-
vant to users should generally be kept unmodifed or at least 
visually accessible. Moving objects or objects with dynamic 
content (e. g., screens), while distracting, might be relevant 
to users’ situational awareness. 

• Social presence increases contextual awareness. Users 
want to retain awareness of other people within their sur-
roundings, as well as the surrounding context when others 
are present. Several considerations driving this preference 
are expectations of potential interactions (e. g., if a colleague 

asks a question, an awareness of their position in the envi-
ronment would be benefcial) and a respect for others (e. g., 
not intruding upon others’ personal space or belongings). 

We believe that above guidelines serve as stepping stones towards 
the implementation of context-aware DR systems. 

6.2 Limitations 
We chose to simulate the experience of DR using VR instead of 
employing AR headsets. This was motivated primarily by enhanced 
control over the environment and because a satisfying implementa-
tion of DR on see-through head-mounted display is still beyond the 
capabilities of commercially-available devices. To the best of our 
ability, we repeatedly tried to articulate that the DR efects applied 
to the environment are visual augmentations rather than physi-
cal adjustments. This was also reinforced through the inclusion of 
haptic feedback in the second experiment. The degree of perceived 
realism, however, varies across participants and environments. 

For instance, the 3D environments employed within the experi-
ment, though arguably comparable in fdelity to those typically used 
for HCI user studies (e. g., [6, 29]), are not entirely photo-realistic 
and contain artefacts due to the limitations of current commercial 
scanning devices. Though the artifacts are typically concentrated in 
areas outside the focus region of our experiment tasks, seeing the ar-
tifacts may still result in a lapse in participant immersion. Likewise, 
since we can only approximate the experience of DR, participants 
may occasionally forget the key caveat that the augmentations are 
visual rather than physical. 

Future work leveraging haptic re-targeting may be helpful in ver-
ifying the results of our study. We nonetheless believe the trade-of 
was warranted, since it allowed us to create a better representation 
of DR that’s not limited by current technology. 

In the frst experiment, we evaluated user preferences for DR 
efects in four sample scenarios. While the scenarios we curated are 
meant to span several dimensions, they strike a balance between 
covering a large space and limited experimental duration. The same 
holds true for the target objects that could be modifed in each 
environment. Lastly, while participants were instructed to imagine 
diferent tasks, they did not actually perform them. All those factors 
might infuence the results. The consistency across the scenarios 
and tasks makes us believe, though, that the results on efect types 
are valid and generalize beyond the presented scenarios. We plan 
to verify this in future experiments. 

In the second experiment, the selection of tasks and the em-
ployed time limit might have infuenced participants’ perception of 
DR. Furthermore, all environments were unfamiliar to participants. 
Results indicate that participants were comfortable with diminish-
ing around 30% of objects. It will be interesting in the future to 
repeat a similar experiment in participants’ own environments, and 
with longer tasks, to see if this changes the usage of DR. 

6.3 Ethical & safety considerations 
The goal of this work is to explore the feasibility and user preference 
in a scenario where DR is technically feasible, rather than advocate 
for its deployment in all AR systems. We wanted to fnd out if DR is 
conceptually something that users could see value in, and it seems 
they do. Diminished Reality, like most augmentation techniques, 
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has the potential to lead to ethical and safety challenges, which 
must be addressed in any real life implementation of the technology. 

There are clear safety implications relating to a mismatch be-
tween a user’s visual perception of the environment and the actual 
physical state of the environment. A lack of understanding of one’s 
spatial context can lead to unintended collisions. Diminishing mov-
ing objects may also lead to unexpected safety issues. Future DR 
systems must therefore implement guidance mechanisms to comple-
ment its usage to preventing such situations, similar to chaperoning 
techniques in VR. 

In addition to potential physical safety hazards, DR could further 
increase the issue of information flter bubbles. While this is preva-
lent in all AR interfaces, DR’s unique ability to hide information, 
objects or people could lead to further exacerbation of the problem. 
While further work could address this by limiting the target objects 
to which DR can be applied to, addressing issues of communications 
and the implications of personalized reality-modifying technologies 
remains an open problem. This challenge is even more apparent 
when considering bad actors, who might manipulate users towards 
making decisions against their self interest, e. g., decreasing the 
saliency of safety hazards. Ensuring privacy, data integrity and se-
curity on a device level and application level is therefore a premier 
challenge that needs to be addressed (cf. Roesner et al. [48]). 

Lastly, the possibility of diminishing people has a large set of 
deeply problematic and dystopian implications, such as social exclu-
sion. While both our study and the study of Kari et al. [25] discussed 
users’ attitudes towards diminishing and substituting people, ques-
tions of what the boundaries should be remains open and important 
to contemplate. 

6.4 Future Work 
The goal of our work is to be starting point for building a more 
human-centered understanding of DR and its potential applications. 
In addition to addressing the limitations articulated in Section 6.2, 
there is a large range of potential for future research. Firstly, after 
determining a workable DR efect, we focused on investigating 
its use for augmenting cluttered environments to support task 
performance. The utility of DR as fltering mechanism in support 
of search remains an interesting open question. Future work may 
want to consider comparing the mechanism with other attention 
direction approaches. Secondly, building on the insights from this 
study, an interesting direction is to explore how the considerations 
articulated in Section 6.3 may be quantifed in service of automating 
the process. Lastly, we currently only explore DR from a visual 
perspective. An interesting direction may be to investigate multi-
sensory diminishing via combining our insights with the work of 
Haas et al. [13] on auditory mediated reality. 

7 CONCLUSION 
We present insights from two empirical studies exploring potential 
usage scenarios of diminished reality, as well as user perceptions 
of and interactions in DR-enabled environments. In the frst study, 
we investigate what augmentation efects users prefer within dif-
ferent scenarios. We found that across the diferent scenarios we 
presented, users strongly preferred adjusting the object opacity to 
diminish their appearance. Users additionally required mechanisms 

for revealing the hidden context in a less distracting manner (e. g., 
outlining). In the second study, we explored the user experience of 
performing tasks within DR-enabled environments. Participants 
customized their surroundings via adjusting the opacity of objects 
and enabling outline. They compared their experience in their cus-
tom usage of DR with their experience in the same environment 
with no DR applied, and with DR applied to all task-irrelevant items. 
Participants generally saw benefts in decreasing their contextual 
understanding, particularly for performing less mobile tasks. We 
provide a set of design guidelines, meant to support content cre-
ators in integrating DR into visual augmentation devices. We hope 
our insights will inform further work on understanding DR, and 
visual augmentations in general. 
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